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Instructions:
i) Attempt all questions.
ii) Write complete statement of fill in the blanks and true or false.
Q.1

Fill in the blanks:

(10×1=10)

a. CPU consists of ALU and _________.
b. Popular pointing device is _________.
c. Computer have _________ IQ.
d. File extension of Writer document is _________.
e. Unprocessed raw facts and figures are known as _________.
f. Windows is an example of _________ software.
g. Clicking the _________ button restores the application window to its original size.
h. A _________ can contain files as well as folders.
i. Short cut keys for cut in writer is _________.
j. Collecting the data and converting it into information is called _________.
Q.2

Answer in one sentence

(10×1=10)

a. What is System Software ?
b. Define of Information.
c. What is word processor ?
d. What are the advantages of word processor over typewriters?
e. What is Margin?
f. Define word wrap.
g. What are strength of computers?
h. Write two popular input devices.
i. What is language processor?
j. Write two popular output devices.
Q.3

Multiple Choice Questions:

(1×10=10)

i. Antivirus Software is an example of:
a) Application Software

b) Office Software

c) Operating System

d) Utility Software

ii. A student wanted to type the sentence “Two boys have been there” instead
it was typed as “To boys hav been there”.
Which word will be picked up as a mistake by spell checker?
a) To

b) hav

c) been

d) there
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iii. This part sends signals to other parts of the computer to tell them what to do
a) CPU

b) Mother board c) Icon

d) Hard drive

iv. This memory is for short term storage and is lost when the computer is turn off
a) Hard Disk b) ROM

c) Floppy

d) RAM

v. The primary job of the OS of a computer is to
a) Command resources

b) Be user friendly

c) Provides utilities

d) All the above

vi. Which type of operating system would be the best choice to control the breaking system
on a car?
a) Real time Processing
b) Multi Processing
c) Batch processing
d) None of above
vii. Total height of a line of text including extra spacing in known as a) Line Height
b) Line Weight
c) Line Spacing
d) Line Area
viii. One thousands bytes represent a a) Megabyte
b) Gigabyte
c) Kilobyte
d) Terabyte
ix. Find out odd one
a) Database
b) Linux
c) BOSS
d) Windows
x. Which of the following actions can be performed using the page setup option of word
Processor tool
a) Margins
b) Paper Size
c) Paper Orientation
d) All of above
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